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Three GIS users in our 
Engineering Department

Jeff Liberty and Branden Chenoweth design 
and document our fiber plant.

Sosanna McHugh maintains and updates 
the pole and parcel databases.



We  use GIS data from Crook, Deschutes and Jefferson 
Counties for our base map layer in GIS.

We occasionally use spatial data from the Oregon Geospatial 
Data Clearinghouse, USFS and BLM.

We also use satellite imagery from ESRI and Bing maps.



Fiber Design and Documentation
We use a third party software OSPInSight developed by AFO –
Advance Fiber Optics, Inc. that works with ESRI’s ArcMap. We 

have been using OSPInSight software since 2007.



BendBroadband is attached to over 
20,000 poles in Central Oregon. 

Our first pole shapefile was created in 
2005. Currently our poles are in a 
personal geodatabase, created in 2010. 
This year it will be modified and moved 
into a file geodatabase.  

Initially poles were brought into the GIS 
from our CAD maps, now most are 
gathered with GPS units.

Pole Tracking and 
Documentation



BendBroadband has been a member of NJUNS since 2000 and we use 
the NJUNS on-line database for permitting pole attachments, reporting 
removal from poles and communicating with other infrastructure providers 
concerning pole work or modifications to pole attachments.

NJUNS pole permitting and pole work 



NJUNS permits and ticket numbers are retained in our pole 
geodatabase.

Maps and spreadsheets required in the NJUNS process are 
generated from our pole geodatabase.



Our NESC ( National Electric Safety Code ) team’s work is to maintain a 
safe plant. They are responsible for inspecting our pole attachments and 
doing required corrective work.

Our NESC team inspects thousands of poles a year in conjunction with 
the pole owners requirements to inspect 10% of their poles a year for a 10 
year cycle. This is a PUC federal Public Utility Commission program.

Pole Inspection and Correction Work



Pole owners provide us with their 
inspection areas and inspection 
results pertaining to our 
attachments.

We use ArcPad 10 on GPS units 
and on laptops for this work. The 
flow of inspection, correction and 
documentation of this work is 
maintained in the pole 
geodatabase. Pole data is 
checked out, checked in and 
processed on a weekly basis.



When redesigning the pole geodatabase I incorporated the use of 
domains where possible to ensure uniformity in the data and ease of 
data entry in the field. I created three sets of data collection forms in 
ArcStudio. One for pole inspection, another for pole correction and a 
third for pre-attachment inspection. 

Use of Domains and ArcStudio



The impetus for the creation of a BendBroadband tax lot / parcel 
geodatabase was to have a seamless and uniform geodatabase 
that contained BendBroadband data as well as data from the 
counties. 

BBBtaxlots is a file geodatabase created in 2010 and has been 
maintained and updated on an on-going basis with address 
updates from the cities and GIS updates from the counties.

Traditionally tax lot numbers have been the link between our 
customer database and the GIS. We are moving toward a unique  
identifier that will give us a one to one match between our 
customer database and our geodatabase.

Parcel Database Creation and Maintenance



All our CAD maps have been created from GIS tax lot data. I go 
between CAD and GIS often, exporting and importing data.

We create a variety of KMZ files for BendBroadband employees 
who don’t have access to the GIS. 

In an effort to go paperless we create editable pdf map. 

Other day to day use of GIS at BendBroadband




